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Needs for an Open Source Security Platform

• Open source security IPs would lower barriers to secure systems and makes future exciting application products safe (e.g. AI, cyber-physical systems, and robotics).

• Proprietary designs sometimes slow down countermeasures (e.g. meltdown / spectrum).

• Third-parties can confirm vulnerability for white box security functions (source code release).

• Open source helps transition from security based on “obscurity” to one based on “let enemy know”. 
Kerckhoffs’ Principles
« La cryptographie militaire » or circa 1883

2. The system must not require secrecy and can be stolen by the enemy without causing trouble;

“Enigma” by Arthur Scherbius 1918
Cryptanalysis machine "Bomb" 1941
Shannon «confidential system communication theory» 1949

“Bombe” by Alan Turing 1941
The key management table was distributed for each month. The key management table can not be brought into a plane. In a ship, the chart was destroyed before enemy reaches.
Modern Crypto Technology

- Cloud
- Factory
- Identify Real System from Fake
- Reject Malicious SW
- OTA Update
- Remote Attestation
- Payment Support
- Multiple Party Apps on 1 Platform
- Security Patches
- Ofusticate Keys
- Scramble Leak Signals
- Attack Via Devkits
- Cyber Attack
- Physical Analysis
- Side-Channel Attack
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Supply Chain

Key Management Server
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Device Manufacturing  Deployment Retirement

Zeroize
Key Provisioning, ICE Debug Port, etc.

• Key Provisioning Service Box
  • Associated cost of the box may be a concern for customers with very low volumes.
  • Might provide an alternate solution for user to generate his own keys, i.e. generating his/her own keys using RNG.

• We are drafting a key provisioning protocol. Might use an existing protocol for this purpose.
  • The draft may simply refer to the relevant protocol document such as TLS1.3 spec or a NIST spec.
  • Using this protocol assumes that digital certificate is already on the device.

• We believe having the same workflow for ICE interface and chip would be better.
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Secure OS

- EEPROM/Flash/OTP stores long-term, permanent keys (e.g. RSA/DSA/ECDSA) and private keys (e.g. 3DES/AES/HMAC).
- RAM stores short-term (e.g. TLS session keys (e.g. 3DES/AES/HMAC).
- Privacy information is stored in on-chip Flash or external Flash encrypted.
- Optional SSL/TLS separate from Linux SSL/TLS.
- Callback, Integrity check, Caller address list.
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Secure MCU Development Platform

Illustration 1: Board Block Diagram
Conclusions

• We are developing an open RISC-V security system platform.
• Secure MCU complements RISC-V TEE development ongoing in TEE working group.
• Address supply chain lifecycle of an Iot / AI Edge device.
• We make disclosures from time to time.
• welcome collaboration and peer reviews.
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